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Abstract - Single phase voltage source converter (VSC) is an important power electronic
converter (PEC), including single-phase voltage source inverter (VSI), single-phase voltage
source rectifier (VSR), single-phase active power filter (APF) and single-phase gridconnection inverter (GCI). As the fundamental part of large scale PECs, single-phase VSC
has a wide range of applications. In the paper, as first, on the basis of the concept of the
discontinuous pulse-width modulation (DPWM) for three-phase VSC, a new DPWM of
single-phase VSR is presented by means of zero-sequence component injection. Then, the
transformation from stationary frame (abc) to rotating frame (dq) is designed after
reconstructing the other orthogonal current by means of one order all-pass filter. Finally, the
presented DPWM based single-phase VSR is established analyzed and simulated by means of
MATLAB/SIMULINK. In addition, the DPWMs presented by D. Grahame Holmes and
Thomas Lipo are discussed and simulated in brief. Obviously, the presented DPWM can also
be used for single-phase VSI, GCI and APF. The simulation results show the validation of the
above modulation algorithm, and the DPWM based single-phase VSR has reduced power
loss and increased efficiency.

Keywords: Voltage source converter, Voltage source rectifier, Zero-sequence component,
Discontinuous pulse width modulation, abc-dq coordinate transformation

1. Introduction
The traditional single-phase voltage source converter
(VSC) is a full controlled bridge based two-level power
electronic converter (PEC). According to different
applications, It can work as different PECs, including
single-phase voltage source inverter (VSI), single-phase
active power filter (APF) and single-phase grid-connection
inverter (GCI) and single-phase voltage source rectifier
(VSR). When employed as single-phase AC-DC converter,
it is an indispensable part in the traditional solid state
converter (SST) [1-2].
When operating, it is inevitable that the power devices
within the converter will produce power losses, which can
reduce the overall efficiency and do harm to their service
lives. Generally, the power losses include dynamic losses
and static losses. The former includes turning-on loss and
turning-off loss, which accounts for a large proportion and
goes up with the increase of the switching frequency. The
latter includes on-state loss and off-state loss, where on
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state loss is related to on resistance and duty cycle, and off
state loss can be neglected due to small percentage. Of
course, the power losses are subject to the switching stress,
including switching voltage and switching current.
The higher the entire power rating is, the more the
overall power loss is. Many efforts are made to explore the
heating mechanism, mathematical model, equivalent circuit
and computation method [3-5].
In order to degrade the power losses, it is helpful to
modify the modulation algorithm without the sacrifice of
the waveform synthesis.
What’s exciting is that in the field of three-phase VSC,
including active power filter, switching loss reduced PWM,
i.e. discontinuous PWM has obtained much investigation
with many outcomes [6-16]. The main principle is to inject
an appropriate zero-sequence component into the original
sinusoidal target function and gain a discontinuous or
piecewise target function. There are durations where the
maximum duty cycle is 1 or the minimum duty cycle 0.
What is more is to make such durations fall into the
neighborhood of peak current in order to decrease the
resultant losses to a maximum extent.
In the paper, the above concept is introduced to singlephase VSC, dedicated to singe-phase VSR. And the DPWM
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of single-phase VSI/VSR by D. Grahame Holmes and
Thomas Lipo is reviewed and simulated [17-18].
Dual closed-loop PI regulator can be applicable to threephase VSR in the dq coordinate, where the d axis active
power component and q axis passive power component can
be controlled, respectively. Dual closed-loop PI regulator
can also be applicable to single-phase VSR in the dq
coordinate.
In order to obtain d and q axis component in dq
coordinate, a general method is to reconstruct an orthogonal
input current by phase shifting and 2x2 rotating
transformation matrix [19-32]. A first-order all-pass filter is
used which can effectively create the orthogonal current
signal [33-34].
According to the above descriptions, a new DPWM
based single-phase VSR is investigated in the paper, which
is mainly arranged with the following structure:
Section 2 is provided with a simplified proof of solution
multiplicity for single-phase VSR;
Section 3 is provided with the principle of abc-dq
coordinate transformation and the presented DPWM;
Section 4 is provided with simulation analysis;
Section 5 is provided with principle of power loss
calculation and calculation results.
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conduction switches S1 and S4 constitute the first arm, and
S3 and S6 constitute the second arm, and each reverse
conduction switch consists of an IGBT and an antiparalleled free-wheeling diode.
Single-phase VSR and single-phase VSI come from the
same origin. The biggest difference between them resides in
the different target functions in abc coordinate, or the
different DQ components in DQ coordinate on the midpoint
of the arms. The power stages of single-phase VSI, GCI and
APF are shown in Fig. 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c).
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Fig. 1. Power stage of single-phase VSR
The power stage of single-phase VSR is shown in Fig.
1(a), and another form is shown in Fig. 1(b), where reverse

 1, S1 or S3 is on and S4 or S6is off
Sk＝
0,S4 or S6 is on and S1 or S3 is off

(1)

Considering the symmetry of the power system,

ea  eb  0
ia  ib =0

(2)
(3)
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Assuming the instantaneous output DC voltage is uo with
a limited voltage ripple, and the average output DC voltage
is Uo, then according KVL and KCL, AC side voltage loop
function and DC side current function are established as,
respectively

Lk

dik
1
 ek  R1ik  uo (Sk   Sk )
dt
2 k a,b
C1

duo
u
 iaSa  ibSb  o
dt
RL

(4)



dia
) / uo 
(ea  R a ia  L a
dt


(12)
dib


B  (eb  R bib  L b
) / uo 
dt


d
u
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 1 dt RL

Considering equations(2) and (3), the solution of
equation(9) is

(5)

dia


(ea  R a ia  La dt ) / uo  uo 
X
 
(e  R i  L dib ) / u  uo 
b b
b
o
 b

dt

And Sk can be decomposed as


Sk  d k   (1)n
n 1

2
sin(nd k ) cos(ns t)
n

(6)

dik
1
 ek  R1ik  uo (d k   d k )
dt
3 k a,b

(7)

duo
u
 ia d a  ibub  o
dt
RL

(8)

C1

dik stands for the voltage
dt
function of the two arm midpoints, and uo additional
components, which can be arbitrary components that
conform to constraint conditions.
It is noted here that U0 refers in particular to zerosequence component, which can make the new target
functions symmetrical and consistent.
Define m as the modulation index on the two arm
midpoints, where Ukm denotes the magnitude of voltages
on the two arm midpoints
Rewrite equation (13) as
where, uk  ek  R k ik  Lk

where d k is the mean value of switching function Sk
within the kth switching period, i.e. duty ratio.
For the sake of convenience and simplicity, the high
frequency components within Fourier frequency spectrum
are neglected, then equations (4) and (5) are rewritten as

Lk

 msin(ωi t+θ B )  d 0  d ap  d 0 
X
+ = + 
 msin(ωi t+θ B -α)  d 0  d bp  d 0 

Let duty ratio dk as unknown variable, the low frequency
mathematical model are rewritten as

AX  B

(9)

X  [da ,d b ]

(10)

1 0 
A   0 1 
ia ib 

(11)

T

(13)

where
frequency,

ωi

represents

mains

voltage

(14)

angular

d kp positive sequence component, d o zero

sequence components.
Due to d kp  [0,1] , the of value range d o has to
satisfy

0  d kp +d0  1 .
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Because the dkp has uniqueness of solution and d0 has
multiplicity of solution under the given conditions, singlephase VSR has multiplicity of solution. From Equation (14),
strictly speaking, d0 can be positive, negative or zerosequence components. Normally, zero-sequence component
is chosen as d0.
2.3 Body
Full-length papers generally, for example, consist of
introduction, nomenclature, if any, main parts of the body,
and conclusion. The font sizes of the section headings are
bold 11 pt and those of the subsection headings bold 10 pt,
respectively.

Several PWM algorithms of single-phase VSI were
introduced in Reference [15-16], inclusive of continuous
SPWM and DPWM.
As for SVPWM, the two arms can only be modulated
simultaneously. As for SPWM, the two arms can only be
modulated individually.
The first DPWM can be represented as Fig.3 [16], where
ua refers to the target function for the first arm, and ub
refers to the target function for the other arm. The double
polarity modulation is employed.
+1

t

0
-1

3. Generation of DPWM

ua

+1

t

0

3.1 The dq coordinate transformation

-1

In theory, well-designed PI regulator has better control
results in dq coordinate than in abc coordinate, due to it can
acquire infinite loop gain and the resultant zero steady state
error at the fundamental frequency. Unlike three-phase VSR,
single-phase VSR has to establish its own abc-dq
coordinate transformation. An easy approach is to
reconstruct the required orthogonal phase current with
respect to the original phase current by directly shifting the
initial phase of the original current by 1/4 mains period
dynamically, or by first-order all-pass filter to create the
required orthogonal signal. The first-order all-pass filter
features unchanged magnitude of the filtered original signal
while the initial phase is shifted. The transfer function of
the first-order all-pass filter is given as

ub

Fig. 3. Diagram of the first DPWM
The second DPWM can be represented as Fig.4 [16],
where ua refers to the target function for the first arm, and
ub refers to the target function for the other arm. The
double polarity modulation is employed.
+1

t

0
-1

ua

+1

t

0
-1

ω -s
Gf = i
ωi +s

(15)

As a result, the desired two components in  stationary
coordinate are built up. Then conventional practice can be
used to complete the -DQ transformation. The-DQ
transformation matrix is

 cos(i t ) sin(i t ) 
(16)
T

  sin(i t ) cos(i t ) 
and the corresponding dq- transformation matrix is
cos(i t )  sin(i t ) 
T 1  

 sin(i t ) cos(i t ) 
3.2 The existing DPWMs
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(17)

ub

Fig. 4. Diagram of the second DPWM
The two DPWM’s are characteristic of reduced average
switching number, but the dynamic losses and static losses
are not evenly distributed among the four IGBTs and four
FWDs, respectively.
3.3 The presented DPWM
As for single-phase VSR, there are two basic device
grouping methods. Reverse conduction switches S1 and
S6，S3 and S4 are severally in a group, named grouping I,
which merely can use double polarity continuous SPWM;
Reverse conduction switches S1 and S4，S3 and S6 are
severally in a group, named grouping II, which can use
double polarity continuous SPWM, the above said DPWMs,
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and the other PWMs with zero-sequence component
injection.
As for grouping II, the phase difference between the two
fundamental target functions on the two midpoint of the
two arms can be (0, ).
Within any power electronic converters, it is inevitable for
each power device to produce switching-on loss, switchingoff loss, on-state loss, and the omitted off-state loss. A
generalized loss expression of each power device was given
in reference [35].
-

-



Ploss  g (Uds , Id ) fs

(18)

-

where U ds indicates the average on-state voltage drop;
-

In Equation (21), the initial phase is zero. Actually, when
the three-phase VSC works as three-phase VSR, the initial
phase and m are determined by the working conditions.

max(ua ,ub ,uc） and

min(ua ,ub ,uc） can

be

decomposed as DC component, zero-sequence components
and even order harmonic components.
In addition, the third, ninth, fifteenth order harmonic
components and even DC component can also be taken into
consideration. The linear combination of the above
elements can be used as the final zero-sequence component.
Note that the even order harmonic components should be
eliminated to make the resultant target function have the
form of pure zero-sequence component.
An alternative zero-sequence component combination
can be stated as [6-14]



I d the average on-state current; f s the average switching
frequency; Ploss is the monotonous increasing function of
-

-

U ds and/or I d

u0  - k m a(xua, u,
u
）
b
c
(1-)
k m(iuna , ub, u)
（
c

(20)

2
）k - 1



Equation (18) shows the importance to reduce f s and
the necessity to move the non-switching zone to the
maximum conduction current zone in order to reduce the
switching loss to a great extent. Another critical point is to
make all of the reverse conduction switches have the same
power loss as the best possible.
SPWM features the inter-independent modulation among
the arms, aiming at the target functions and phase voltage
outputs on the midpoints of the arms, so by the insertion of
zero-sequence components, it is likely to generate many
different PWMs, such as the known saddle PWM, quasitrapezoid PWM, DPWM, and even the equivalent SVPWM,
etc.
SVPWM features the inter-dependent modulation among
the arms, aiming at the circular voltage space vector
trajectory synthesis and line voltage output between the
midpoints of the arms, so by the arrangement of non-zero
vectors and zero vectors, it is likely to generate many
different PWMs, such as the known common-voltage
reduction PWM, switching number reduction PWM, etc.
DPWM has already been investigated and applied in
three-phase VSC by use of appropriate zero-sequence
components [6-14]. Obviously, the generation of DPWM in
three-phase VSC can be introduced to single-phase VSC.
Given three-phase symmetrical sinusoidal functions as
the original target functions

ua  m sin(i t )

ub  m sin(i t - )
u  m sin( t + )
i
 c
where m is modulation index.

(19)

where k is an arbitrary pulse train, K=1 or 0.
Then the new target functions of single-phase VSR are
obtained as
ua'  ua  u0

 '

ub  ub  u0

(21)

The addition of zero-sequence component changes the
waveform of the original target function. Equation (21)
contains the non-switching zone for a specific power device
within a mains period, due to the occurrence of duty ratio
with extreme value of 1 or 0.
The primary task is to make k vary with the phase
displacement between mains voltage and mains current, and
to arrange the non-switching zone fall into the
neighborhood of peak mains current in order to minimize
the switching losses.

4. Useful Hints
4.1 DPWM based three-phase VSR
In order to better understand the above said, some related
waveforms of the DPWM based three-phase VSR are
provided as background knowledge for single-phase VSR.
Fig.5 shows the waveforms of mains current, pulse train
k, zero-sequence component u0, the fundamental function
u0, and the final target function for the DPWM based threephase VSR.
Fig.6 shows the waveforms of mains current and currents
of IGBT S1, S2, S3 and S4 for the DPWM based threephase VSR.
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After combined with abc-dq coordinate transformation as
well as well-configured PI regulation, a simulation platform
of the presented DPWM based single-phase VSR is
established by means of MATLAB/SIMULINK and
simulated thoroughly.
Simulation conditions: singe-phase mains voltage is
120Vrms/50Hz, the desired DC voltage is 385V, the load
resistance is 74.11, the rated load power is 2.0kW, and
the boost inductance is 9.2mH, with DC resistance of 0.1.
Simulation platform of single-phase VSR is shown in
Fig.7, where the power stage is in Fig.7 (a) , the coordinate
transformation in Fig.7(b), the PI regulation in Fig.7(c), the
k generation in Fig.7(d), the DPWM generation in Fig.7(e).
The frequency of k is three times of the mains frequency.
Because the specified IGBT is in off state within the 60
interval after the peak mains current, its initial phase is 30
leading to the mains current.
When the single-phase VSR works at PF=1, its initial
phase is 30 leading to the mains voltage/mains current.
The first-order all-pass filter can be used to gain the initial
position of k.
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Fig.8 shows the waveforms of pulse train k, zerosequence component u0, the fundamental function u0, and
the final target function. Fig.9 shows the waveforms of
mains current and currents of IGBT S1, S2, S3 and S4.
Fig.10 shows the waveforms of mains current and currents
of free-wheeling diode FRD1, FRD2, FRD3 and FRD4.
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Fig. 8. Waveforms of pulse train k, zero-sequence
component u0, the fundamental function u0, and
the final target function, based on the presented
DPWM

As for the presented DPWM, it is unlikely to make the
non-switching zone distributed symmetrically on both side
of peak mains current, or else, there can be more nonswitching zones, and the current waveform will
get more complicated.After more careful observation of the
gained currents, the present DPWM has the following
characteristics:
(1) The four IGBTs are constantly conducted within the
non-switching zone, bringing about almost the identical
switching losses, nevertheless the conduction losses are
slightly different due to unsymmetrical current details;
(2) IGBT S1 and S4 constitute the first arm, and the nonswitching zone of S1 falls into the interval [270, 330],
and that of S4 [90, 150]. IGBT S3 and S6 constitute the
second arm, and the non-switching zone of S3 falls into the
interval [30, 90], and that of S6 [210, 270];
Accordingly, the non-switching zone of FRD1 [90, 150],
FRD4 [270, 330], FRD3 [210, 270], and FRD6 [30,
90];
(3) The current waveforms of FWD1 and S4, FWD4 and
S1, FWD3 and S6, FWD6 and S3 are complementary,
respectively, and the summations of them appear as half
period sinusoidal waveforms.
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Fig. 9. Waveforms of mains current and currents of IGBT
S1, S2, S3, S4, based on DPWM, based on the
presented DPWM
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(10A/div)

Mains current
(50A/div)

Mains current
(50A/div)

Fig. 11. Waveforms of mains current and currents of IGBT
S1, S2, S3, S4, based on the SPWM

Time (5ms/div)

Time (5ms/div)

Fig. 10. Waveforms of mains current and currents of freewheeling diode FRD1, FRD2, FRD3 and FRD4,
based on the presented DPWM

Fig. 12. Waveforms of mains current and currents of freewheeling diode FRD1, FRD2, FRD3 and FRD4,
based on the SPWM

FRD1 current
(10A/div)
FRD4 current
(10A/div)
FRD3 current
(10A/div)
FRD6 current
(10A/div)

In order to make comparisons, the traditional continuous
SPWM based single-phase VSR is simulated under the
same conditions.
Fig.11 shows the waveforms of mains current and
currents of IGBT S1, S2, S3 and S4.
Fig.12 shows the waveforms of mains current and
currents of free-wheeling diode FRD1, FRD2, FRD3 and
FRD4.
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Time (5ms/div)

IGBT S6 current
(10A/div)

IGBT S3 current
(10A/div)

IGBT S4 current
(10A/div)

IGBT S1 current
(10A/div)

Mains current
(50A/div)

4.4 The exiting DPWMs based single-phase VSR

Time (5ms/div)

FRD6 current
(10A/div)

FRD3 current
(10A/div)

FRD4 current
(10A/div)

FRD1 current
(10A/div)

Mains current
(50A/div)

Fig. 13. Waveforms of mains current and currents of IGBT
S1, S2, S3 and S4, based on the first existing
DPWM

Time (5ms/div)

Meanwhile, the former DPWMs based single-phase VSR
is simulated under the same conditions, which were
described by D. Grahame Holmes and Thomas Lipo. The
first DPWM: Fig.13 shows the waveforms of mains current
and currents of IGBT S1, S2, S3 and S4. Fig.14 shows the
waveforms of mains current and currents of free-wheeling
diode FRD1, FRD2, FRD3 and FRD4. The second DPWM:
Fig.15 shows the waveforms of mains current and currents
of IGBT S1, S2, S3 and S4. Fig.16 shows the waveforms of
mains current and currents of free-wheeling diode FRD1,
FRD2, FRD3 and FRD4.
According to simulation results of single-phase VSR
using the above four PWMs, a conclusion can be drawn that
different PWM leads to different current flowing through
power devices including IGBTs and FWDs. Only the
presented DPWM features the same switching number and
symmetrical current distribution, perhaps it is a promising
PWM for single-phase VSR.
In addition, like three-phase VSC, when working as the
VSR or VSI, the switching waveforms of power devices
with the same numbering for singe-phase VSR and singlephase VSI are quite different, due to the different power
flow direction. Exactly, the current waveform via IGBT is
the same as that of FWD with the same numbering.

Mains current
(50A/div)

Fig. 14. Waveforms of mains current and currents of freewheeling diode FRD1, FRD2, FRD3 and FRD4,
based on SPWM, based on the first existing
DPWM

Fig. 16. Waveforms of mains current and currents of freewheeling diode FRD1, FRD 2, FRD 3, FRD 4,
based on SPWM, based on the second existing
DPWM

IGBT S1 current
(10A/div)

5. Loss Calculation

IGBT S6 current
(10A/div)

IGBT S3 current
(10A/div)

IGBT S4 current
(10A/div)

Assuming the carrier frequency is all the same,
nevertheless different modulation algorithm can lead to
different static losses and dynamic losses, which can be
formulated, calculated and compared.
5.1 The continuous SPWM
Time (5ms/div)

Fig. 15. Waveforms of mains current and currents of IGBT
S1, S2, S3, S4, based on the second existing
DPWM

Take the device grouping I as instance, when the singlephase VSR reaches the steady state, with respect to the
mains voltage, the target function can be written as
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ua  ma sin(ωi t-θi )

(22)

1 π 1-ua
Iimsin(ωi t)  Uce (sat)@[Iimsin(ωi t)]dωi t (23)
2π 0 2

where the modulation ma and the initial phase angle
depend on the working conditions. Due to the symmetry of
circuit and control, the four IGBTs have the same power
losses, so do the four FWDs. The current waveforms
through S1 and S6, S3 and S4 are identical, respectively.
The current waveforms through S1 (S6) and S3 (S4) are
different only in phase. Take power device S4 for instance,
the average on-state loss can be derived as
where Im is the magnitude of mains sinusoidal current, Ud
is the instantaneous IGBT saturation voltage drop
corresponding to the mains current.
The average switching loss is
0.01f c

（E

on

+E off）
[@Iimsin（ωi ×n/f c）
]

(24)

The average on-state loss of power device S1 is
1 2π 1+ua'
Iimsin(ωi t)  Uce(sat)@[Iimsin(ωi t)]dωi t
2π π 2

(28)

The average on-state loss of power device S4 is
1 π 1-ua'
Iimsin(ωo t)  Uce(sat)@[Iimsin(ωo t)]dωo t
2π 0 2

(29)

The average on-state loss of power device S3 is
1 π 1+ub'
Iimsin(ωo t)  Uce(sat)@[Iimsin(ωo t)]dωo t
2π 0 2

(30)

The average on-state loss of power device S6 is
1 2π 1-ub'
Iimin(ωo t)  Uce(sat)@[Iimsin(ωo t)]dωo t
2π π 2

(31)

The average on-state loss of FRD1 is
1 π 1+ua'
Iimsin(ωi t)  Ud(sat)@[Iimsin(ωi t)]dωi t
2π 0 2

(32)

The average on-state loss of FRD4 is

n=1

where Eon and Eoff are the energy consumption during
every turning on and every turning off, respectively, fc is the
carrier frequency.
Take free-wheeling diode FWD1 for instance, the
average on-state loss can be derived as following.
Considering the target function of the first and second
DPWM is piecewise continuous, and the calculation
equation of the average on-state loss and the average
switching loss are complicated, therefore the relevant
equations are not provided any more.

1 2π 1-ua'
Iimsin(ωi t)  Ud(sat)@[Iimsin(ωi t)]dωi t
2π π 2

The average on-state loss of FRD3 is
1 2π 1+ub'
Iimsin(ωi t)  Ud(sat)@[Iimsin(ωi t)]dωi t
2π π 2

(25)

1 π 1-ub'
Iimsin(ωi t)  Ud(sat)@[Iimsin(ωi t)]dωi t
2π 0 2

 (E

E

err

@[Iimsin（ωo ×n/f c）
]

+E off )@[Iimsin(ωi  n/f c )]



(36)

(E on +E off )@[Iimsin(ωi  n/f c )]

n=1+0.01f c /2

(26)

The average switching loss of every FWD is
0.01f c /6

n=1

where Eerr the energy consumption during every reverse
recovery.



E err @[Iimsin(ωi  n/f c )]

n=1

0.01f c

+



(37)

E err @[Iimsin(ωi  n/f c）
]

n=1+0.01f c /2

5.2 The presented DPWM
The presented switching-number reduced DPWM can
only employ the device grouping II. When the single-phase
VSR reaches the steady state, with respect to the mains
voltage, the target function can be written as
'

ua  m a sin(ωi t-θi )  uo
 '

ub  m bsin(ωi t-α-θi )  uo

on

n=1

+

0.01f c

(35)

The average switching loss of every IGBT is

0.01f c

The average switching loss is

(34)

The average on-state loss of FRD6 is

0.01f c /6

1 π 1-ua
Iimsin(ωi t)  Uce (sat)@[Iimsin(ωi t)]dωi t
2π 0 2

(33)

(27)

5.3 Power Device loss analysis
Compared with the continuous SPWM, the presented
DPWM has the following features:
(1) Power device IGBTs are in off state within interval
[30，90] or [90，150], and the switching number is
reduced by 1/3, leading a reduced switching loss, roughly
by 40%;
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(2) Power device FWDs are in on state within interval
[30，90] or [90，150], and the switching number is
reduced by 1/3, leading a reduced switching loss, roughly
by 40%;
Apparently, the overall switching loss decreases, on the
other hand, it needs to evaluate whether the overall
conduction loss decreases or not. It is very difficult to
exactly calculate the overall loss using the given equations,
due to the nonlinear relation between the conduction
voltage drop and conduction current.
For easy comparison, it is necessary to analyze the
conduction losses in case of SPWM and the presented
DPWM.
At first, in order to compare conduction loss, assuming
the rising time and falling time are all 10ns, i.e. the
switching speed of power device is high enough so that the
switching losses can be ignored approximately.
It is also approximately assumed that the on resistance of
IGBT and FWD is 0.1, their forward voltage drop is
constant 1.5V. Then the single-phase VSR is simulated and
made output the same power in the two cases. In which
case the resultant mains current is lower, meaning the case
features lower conduction loss, and vice versa.
As a consequence, the presented DPWM produces
18.46Arms mains current, the actual average output DC
voltage is 385.0V, the ripple peak-peak value is 9V, and the
overall efficiency is 90.285%. However, the SPWM
produces 18.435Arms mains current, the actual average
output DC voltage is 385.0V, the ripple peak-peak value is
9V, and the overall efficiency is 90.408%. The difference is
+0.123%, indicating DPWM is slightly superior to SPWM
in terms of conduction loss. It can be seen that the
conduction losses are roughly the same.
Based on the above said about switching loss and
conduction loss, a conclusion can be drawn that the overall
loss is obviously reduced for the presented PWM when
compared with the SPWM.
Then, in order to compare switching losses, assuming the
rising time is 1s, and falling time is 2s. Also
approximately assumed that the on resistance of IGBT and
FWD is 0.01, the forward voltage drop is constant 0.01V,
so that the conduction losses can be ignored approximately.
Consequently, the presented DPWM produces
17.50Arms mains current, the actual average output DC
voltage is 385.0V, the ripple is 9V, and the overall
efficiency is 95.25%. However the SPWM produces
17.62Arms mains current, the actual average output DC
voltage is 385.0V, the ripple is 9V, and the overall
efficiency is 94.54%. The difference is +0.70%, indicating
DPWM is superior to SPWM in terms of switching loss. It
can be seen that the switching losses are roughly different.
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From the above simulation results, DPWM has the
appreciably advantage over SPWM in terms of power
device loss and conversion efficiency. Of course, the
accurate data should come from reliable testing and
precision measurement.
5.4 Calculation instances
It is difficult to precisely calculate the power loss
according to the given data of power devices, because the
practical working conditions are more different with the
listed test conditions in given datasheet. Power devices
from different manufactures have different performances
and parameters in terms of design principle, manufacturing
process and voltage/current rating.
According to the delivered power of 2.0kW, two kinds of
IGBTs with anti-parallel FWDs built inside are chosen as
candidate power device, shown in Fig.17 and Fig.18. The
relevant curves and data come from their respective
datasheet.
PM50CS1D060, produced by MITSUBISHI, which is
characteristic of 50A@25C, 600V, 3H bridge power
module, built-in free wheel diode, and the relation curves
are shown is Fig.18.
(1) IPM PM25CS1D120:
PM 25CS1D120, produced by MITSUBISHI, which is
characteristic of 25A@25C, 1200V, one-bridge arm power
module, built-in free-wheeling diode, and the relation
curves are shown is Fig.17.

(a) Uce(sat) vs Ic of IGBT

(b) Ic vs VEC of FWD

(c) ON/OFF energy of IGBT (d) Recovery energy of FWD

Fig. 17. Relation curves of PM25CS1D120
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Within Simulink simulation environment, the loss
calculation platform is established, shown in Fig. 19. At
first, draw the above ten dotted characteristic curves
(@125C) into ten 1-D tables, and then look up IGBTs’
conduction voltage drop, switching on loss and switching
off loss as well as FWDs’ forward voltage drops and
reverse recovery losses according to these characteristic
curves. Finally, calculate all the average losses within a
mains period and fill the original data in Table 1. It can be
seen from Table 1 that as for any power devices, in case of
DPWM, the total losses within the single-phase VSR is
much lower than those in case of SPWM. And the total
switching loss in case of DPWM is much lower than those
in case of SPWM. On the other hand, the total switching
loss in case of DPWM is nearly the same as that in case of
SPWM. The gained results are basically consistent with the
simulated results in section 5.

of three-phase VSC, the DPWM of single-phase VSR is
presented, analyzed and simulated by means of
MATLAB/SIMULINK. The DPWM is realized by use of
the injection of special zero-sequence component.
Simultaneously, the continuous SPWM, the two existing
DPWM presented by D. Grahame Holmes and Thomas
Lipo are also introduced and simulated.
Mux5
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Fig. 19. Loss calculation platform (PM50CS1D060)
(a) Uce(sat) vs Ic of IGBT

(b) Ic vs VEC of FWD

The latter can dramatically decrease the overall loss of
the single-phase VSR, but the power losses are not evenly
distributed among all the power devices. On the other hand,
the presented DPWM can cause balanced power losses
among the power devices. The presented DPWM has the
following features: (1) Power device IGBTs are in off state
within interval [30 ， 90] or [90 ， 150]; (2) Power
device FWDs are in on state within interval [30，90] or
(c) ON/OFF energy of IGBT

(d) Recovery energy of FWD

Fig. 18. Relation curves of PM50CS1D060

6. Conclusion
Single-phase voltage source converter (VSC) has a long
list of applications, and can be sorted into four types:
single-phase VSI, single-phase VSR, single-phase APF, and
single-phase GCI. They have the same basic working
principle, except that the target functions in abc coordinate
or the dq components in dq coordinate on the midpoints of
the bridge arms are different, which is charge of the
direction of power flow. In the paper, according to the
discontinuous pulse-width modulation (DPWM) principle

[90，150]; (3) The average switching number is reduced
by 1/3, leading a reduced switching loss, roughly by 40%;
(4) The conduction losses is roughly unchanged, though in
need of practical measurement. Unlike SPWM, the
presented DPWM is kind of unsymmetrical modulation,
leaving the following questions: (1) the practical value; (2)
the effect on EMI distribution; (3) the distortion of mains
current waveform synthesis due to the transition from
switching zone to non-switching zone.
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